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PAUSE REFLECT DECIDE ENGAGE 
 

We are constantly assessing and re-assessing the global Financial, Economic and Political conditions ensuring that our 

Investment strategy and Asset allocation is appropriately positioned for current times.
  

We have implemented relatively few changes recently as we believe that our Clients’ portfolios are structurally well 

placed to weather the current market volatility and 
 

In Summary, we remain committed to: 
 

1. Preserving and creating Wealth in real terms first and foremost.

2. The right Asset Allocation relative to the portfolio risk 

3. Buying and holding diversified interests in exceptional, 

to own directly ourselves. 

4. Investing in selected International Managed Funds, the Managers whom we know and meet with regularly

5. Holding our Gold portfolio allocation at around

6. Keeping our Clients’ Cash invested in Australia versus Internationally

7. Holding International Corporate Bonds, no

8. Having Emerging Market exposure through Multi

To arrive at our summarised commitments we have included a few extracts of our opinions and comments:

 

The Headlines 

 

• As the global debt crisis continues, the burden of stimulating the developed world’s economies has been 

increasingly managed by the Central Banks

rather promote growth and avoid a double

• The Bank of England has continued to increase its quantitative easing program while the US Fed continues to 

manipulate money markets via ‘Operation Twist’.

• In Europe, the political chaos, historically untenable bond yields and volatile markets are hampering the glo

recovery.  

• While Europe’s safety net, the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) has received approval for

€440 billion, some leading financial authorities

source of funding for heavily indebted European nations

• The fiscal and monetary positions taken by Governments and Central Banks have the effect of flooding the markets 

with additional liquidity leading to inflationary pressures.

• Dwindling consumer and business confidence may limit any significant inflation rise in the near term

normal growth will see intense inflationary pressures for the developed economies due to an abundance of new 

cash and reduced purchasing power of money. 

• We anticipate the introduction of a Carbon tax in Australia will place an additional inflationary burden on local 

businesses as costs, particularly electricity expenses, are expected to rise materially.

expected to support higher equity prices for those Companies which can protect their margins. 

 

Equity Investments 
  
• We believe that throughout the current crises whether p

selected companies will continue to grow and prosper.

• We take the view that the companies we invest in are businesses we'd like to personally directly own ourselves.

• Companies we invest in are typically cash

markets directly or indirectly and have and wi

economies relative to the flat growth in the Developed markets over the past decade.

• The average price earnings ratio of our selected shares is around 10 

relative to cash.  
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assessing the global Financial, Economic and Political conditions ensuring that our 

strategy and Asset allocation is appropriately positioned for current times. 

We have implemented relatively few changes recently as we believe that our Clients’ portfolios are structurally well 

volatility and the unfolding political and economic issues. 

Wealth in real terms first and foremost.  

The right Asset Allocation relative to the portfolio risk - our first point of call. 

Buying and holding diversified interests in exceptional, strong, long-established businesses which we would like 

Investing in selected International Managed Funds, the Managers whom we know and meet with regularly

at around 7% due to its ultimate store of wealth and safe haven status

Keeping our Clients’ Cash invested in Australia versus Internationally. 

ternational Corporate Bonds, no Sovereign Bonds and avoiding International Bank

g Market exposure through Multinational shares and our preferred Fund managers

To arrive at our summarised commitments we have included a few extracts of our opinions and comments:

continues, the burden of stimulating the developed world’s economies has been 

increasingly managed by the Central Banks, who are moving away from their historic anti-inflationary roles to

rather promote growth and avoid a double-dip recession.  

of England has continued to increase its quantitative easing program while the US Fed continues to 

manipulate money markets via ‘Operation Twist’. 

In Europe, the political chaos, historically untenable bond yields and volatile markets are hampering the glo

While Europe’s safety net, the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) has received approval for

some leading financial authorities are calling for the EFSF to expand to €2 trillion to be an effective 

e of funding for heavily indebted European nations. 

The fiscal and monetary positions taken by Governments and Central Banks have the effect of flooding the markets 

with additional liquidity leading to inflationary pressures.  

ss confidence may limit any significant inflation rise in the near term

normal growth will see intense inflationary pressures for the developed economies due to an abundance of new 

cash and reduced purchasing power of money.   

e introduction of a Carbon tax in Australia will place an additional inflationary burden on local 

businesses as costs, particularly electricity expenses, are expected to rise materially. Higher inflation, however, is 

s for those Companies which can protect their margins. 

out the current crises whether political, economic, fundamental or s

selected companies will continue to grow and prosper. 

view that the companies we invest in are businesses we'd like to personally directly own ourselves.

Companies we invest in are typically cash-generative, pay sustainable dividends, are exposed to the E

have and will continue to benefit from the doubling of growth in the Emerging 

economies relative to the flat growth in the Developed markets over the past decade. 

The average price earnings ratio of our selected shares is around 10 with many paying attractive 
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assessing the global Financial, Economic and Political conditions ensuring that our 

We have implemented relatively few changes recently as we believe that our Clients’ portfolios are structurally well  

 

established businesses which we would like      

Investing in selected International Managed Funds, the Managers whom we know and meet with regularly. 

due to its ultimate store of wealth and safe haven status. 

Bank shares. 

national shares and our preferred Fund managers. 

To arrive at our summarised commitments we have included a few extracts of our opinions and comments: 

continues, the burden of stimulating the developed world’s economies has been 

inflationary roles to  

of England has continued to increase its quantitative easing program while the US Fed continues to 

In Europe, the political chaos, historically untenable bond yields and volatile markets are hampering the global 

While Europe’s safety net, the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) has received approval for an extension to 

€2 trillion to be an effective 

The fiscal and monetary positions taken by Governments and Central Banks have the effect of flooding the markets 

ss confidence may limit any significant inflation rise in the near term. A return to 

normal growth will see intense inflationary pressures for the developed economies due to an abundance of new 

e introduction of a Carbon tax in Australia will place an additional inflationary burden on local 

Higher inflation, however, is 

s for those Companies which can protect their margins.   

sentiment driven, our 

view that the companies we invest in are businesses we'd like to personally directly own ourselves. 

dividends, are exposed to the Emerging 

continue to benefit from the doubling of growth in the Emerging 

paying attractive dividend yields 
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Political Landscape and Currencies  
 

• The Germany/France “Merkozy” deal looks likely to hold together and patch up the EuroZone for now.

• Long-term though we cannot see the Euro surviving in its current form. For now, European Members will settle 

their differences but the Trust has dissipated

parties to separate and go back to their Financial and Fiscal Independence or

• The US economy has benefited from a weaker currency at the expense of the other countries.

• China's currency peg is a concern globally both politically and economically

• The short-term volatility of the Euro/US$/Sterling/Swiss Franc

global currency exposure through our selected solid Multinational companies.

• We are observing the "Occupy Wall Street "with interest 

Spring? Not quite, but it is likely to change the current financial and tax landscapes substantially.

anticipate include increased taxes for the wealthy, reduced

 

Australia 
 

• We continue to find local Australian quality equities generally expensive relative to their International peers.

•         The table below shows PE valuations of Australian companies

(green). The overseas shares have the added advantage of a greater customer sp

Emerging economies. 
 

Stock Current P/E Estimated FY12 P/E

Tesco 11.7 

Woolworths 14.2 

Wesfarmers 19.5 

Newmont  Gold 14.7 

Newcrest  Gold 24.6 

Apache 7.7 

Woodside Petroleum 16.7 

• The extreme volatility of the A$ in the past few weeks resulting in gyrations of 15%+ over the past 2 months 

strengthens our view of the need for global currency diversification. Australia’s barometer, the A$, is increasingly 

seen as an Emerging currency commodity play and less as a well

mainly to its reliance on Resources and the resultant 2

•         Australian non-mining growth is continuing to be 

 

Conclusion 
 

• Investing involves adopting a calm informed approach and

opinions, to have the fortitude and courage to act alone.

• Independence and the ability to stand firm in ones 

• Long term real Wealth Preservation and creation is achieved through capital protection, measured equity risk,

sustainable income, asset allocation and diversification.

We believe we have achieved the Investing cornerstones above for our clients and shall continue to strive to do so.
 

Jill Nes, Saul Borowitz and Barry Mendel 

18 October 2011 
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l advice only and should not be relied upon without consulting you

The Germany/France “Merkozy” deal looks likely to hold together and patch up the EuroZone for now.

term though we cannot see the Euro surviving in its current form. For now, European Members will settle 

has dissipated. It will take years to unravel the quagmire, we then expect the 

to their Financial and Fiscal Independence or to create a North and South Bloc.

The US economy has benefited from a weaker currency at the expense of the other countries.

China's currency peg is a concern globally both politically and economically leading to possible US protectionism

term volatility of the Euro/US$/Sterling/Swiss Franc has not hindered our preference to diversify our 

global currency exposure through our selected solid Multinational companies. 

Wall Street "with interest - will it unfold as a Western world version of the Arab 

Spring? Not quite, but it is likely to change the current financial and tax landscapes substantially.

anticipate include increased taxes for the wealthy, reduced Executive packages and reduced bank returns

We continue to find local Australian quality equities generally expensive relative to their International peers.

The table below shows PE valuations of Australian companies (blue) relative to their overseas contemporaries

The overseas shares have the added advantage of a greater customer spread in both developed and the 

Estimated FY12 P/E Current Div Yield (%) Estimated Div Yield FY12

10.3 3.6 

13.6 5.0 

15.0 4.7 

7.9 1.2 

16.8 0.9 

7.4 0.7 

13.7 3.1 

The extreme volatility of the A$ in the past few weeks resulting in gyrations of 15%+ over the past 2 months 

engthens our view of the need for global currency diversification. Australia’s barometer, the A$, is increasingly 

ommodity play and less as a well-balanced diversified developed wor

mainly to its reliance on Resources and the resultant 2-speed economy. 

mining growth is continuing to be held back by consumers and businesses reducing their borrowings

adopting a calm informed approach and taking a somewhat contrarian view to consensus 

opinions, to have the fortitude and courage to act alone. 

ability to stand firm in ones conviction is a primary requisite for successful investing.

Long term real Wealth Preservation and creation is achieved through capital protection, measured equity risk,

asset allocation and diversification. 

eved the Investing cornerstones above for our clients and shall continue to strive to do so.
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The Germany/France “Merkozy” deal looks likely to hold together and patch up the EuroZone for now. 

term though we cannot see the Euro surviving in its current form. For now, European Members will settle  

we then expect the     

create a North and South Bloc. 

The US economy has benefited from a weaker currency at the expense of the other countries. 

leading to possible US protectionism.  

has not hindered our preference to diversify our 

will it unfold as a Western world version of the Arab 

Spring? Not quite, but it is likely to change the current financial and tax landscapes substantially. Changes we 

Executive packages and reduced bank returns. 

We continue to find local Australian quality equities generally expensive relative to their International peers. 

relative to their overseas contemporaries 

read in both developed and the 

Estimated Div Yield FY12 (%) 

4.1 

5.3 

5.7 

1.2 

1.0 

0.7 

3.8 

The extreme volatility of the A$ in the past few weeks resulting in gyrations of 15%+ over the past 2 months 

engthens our view of the need for global currency diversification. Australia’s barometer, the A$, is increasingly 

balanced diversified developed world currency due 

reducing their borrowings. 

contrarian view to consensus 

is a primary requisite for successful investing. 

Long term real Wealth Preservation and creation is achieved through capital protection, measured equity risk, real 

eved the Investing cornerstones above for our clients and shall continue to strive to do so.  


